
DURABILITY FOR ANY ROOM, ANY STYLE 

PLEASE NOTE: Installed flooring may 
vary from printed image or sample.

PLUS BENEFITS

EASYCLEAN™ 
Provides protection for simple cleanup and 
stain prevention  
ALL PET PROTECTION AND WARRANTY  
Offers industry leading protection against all 
pets, all accidents, all the time. 
CLEANPROTECT® 
Antimicrobial properties built in to protect the floor. 
ENHANCED STAIN AND SCRATCH PROTECTION 
Made with an innovative lacqer that provides 
the highest level of protection against stains 
and scratches.   

PRODUCT FEATURES

WATERPROOF PERFORMANCE
Waterproof to withstand spills and pet accidents.
STAIN AND SCRATCH PROTECTION
Provides finish protection against everyday wear  
and tear.
ENHANCED VISUALS
With natural wood and stone decors, SolidTech offers 
style for any room.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Construction ..................................................................................................................... Rigid LVF
Installation ................................................................................................................................. Click
Thickness ..............................................................................................................................6.0 mm
Wear Layer .............................................................................................................................. 20 mil
Plank Size ............................................................................................................................. 9” x 60”
Sq. Ft. per Carton ....................................................................................................................26.63
Attached Underlayment .............................................................................................................Yes
Bevel Type .............................................................................................................................Painted
Warranty .............................................................................................Lifetime Limited Residential
..................................................................................................15 Year Limited Light Commercial

WATERPROOF
QUARTER ROUND
These waterproof moldings cover the 
expansion space between the floor and 
the wall, providing a water-tight seal.

QUARTER ROUND
These pre-finished moldings cover the 
expansion space between the floor and 
the wall.

VINYL STAIR CAP
The vinyl stair cap, made from flooring 
planks, provides a smooth, flush finish 
and installs easily with the Uniclic locking 
system.

OVERLAP STAIR NOSE
The overlap stair nose creates a smooth 
and secure finish when flooring planks 
are installed on stair treads.

CARPET TRANSITION
Provides a smooth transition between 
your hard surface floor and carpet.

T-MOLDING
Used to transition between flooring of 
equal heights and in doorways.

END MOLDING
Used to finish flooring where it meets 
vertical surfaces such as walls, fireplace 
hearths and sliding glass doors.

HARD SURFACE REDUCER
Connects two floors of different heights.

The multifunctional 4-in-1 molding allows you to utilize 
a single transition to create four different applications.

WALL BASE
The wall base creates a cover for the 
joint between the wall surface and the 
floor while protecting the wall from kicks 
and furniture dings. 

STAIR TREAD
The full stair tread is designed to match 
the color and grain pattern of any vinyl 
flooring for a perfectly finished look.

POPPY RESERVE | YAKIMA

MohawkFlooring.com
VT009_SDP06_960_B

YAKIMA  |  960



DURABILITY FOR ANY ROOM, ANY STYLE 

PLEASE NOTE: Installed flooring may 
vary from printed image or sample.

PLUS BENEFITS

EASYCLEAN™ 
Provides protection for simple cleanup and 
stain prevention  
ALL PET PROTECTION AND WARRANTY  
Offers industry leading protection against all 
pets, all accidents, all the time. 
CLEANPROTECT® 
Antimicrobial properties built in to protect the floor. 
ENHANCED STAIN AND SCRATCH PROTECTION 
Made with an innovative lacqer that provides 
the highest level of protection against stains 
and scratches.   

PRODUCT FEATURES

WATERPROOF PERFORMANCE
Waterproof to withstand spills and pet accidents.
STAIN AND SCRATCH PROTECTION
Provides finish protection against everyday wear  
and tear.
ENHANCED VISUALS
With natural wood and stone decors, SolidTech offers 
style for any room.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Construction ..................................................................................................................... Rigid LVF
Installation ................................................................................................................................. Click
Thickness ..............................................................................................................................6.0 mm
Wear Layer .............................................................................................................................. 20 mil
Plank Size ............................................................................................................................. 9” x 60”
Sq. Ft. per Carton ....................................................................................................................26.63
Attached Underlayment .............................................................................................................Yes
Bevel Type .............................................................................................................................Painted
Warranty .............................................................................................Lifetime Limited Residential
..................................................................................................15 Year Limited Light Commercial

WATERPROOF
QUARTER ROUND
These waterproof moldings cover the 
expansion space between the floor and 
the wall, providing a water-tight seal.

QUARTER ROUND
These pre-finished moldings cover the 
expansion space between the floor and 
the wall.

VINYL STAIR CAP
The vinyl stair cap, made from flooring 
planks, provides a smooth, flush finish 
and installs easily with the Uniclic locking 
system.

OVERLAP STAIR NOSE
The overlap stair nose creates a smooth 
and secure finish when flooring planks 
are installed on stair treads.

CARPET TRANSITION
Provides a smooth transition between 
your hard surface floor and carpet.

T-MOLDING
Used to transition between flooring of 
equal heights and in doorways.

END MOLDING
Used to finish flooring where it meets 
vertical surfaces such as walls, fireplace 
hearths and sliding glass doors.

HARD SURFACE REDUCER
Connects two floors of different heights.

The multifunctional 4-in-1 molding allows you to utilize 
a single transition to create four different applications.

WALL BASE
The wall base creates a cover for the 
joint between the wall surface and the 
floor while protecting the wall from kicks 
and furniture dings. 

STAIR TREAD
The full stair tread is designed to match 
the color and grain pattern of any vinyl 
flooring for a perfectly finished look.

MohawkFlooring.com
VT009_SDP06_367_B

SANTA FE  |  367

POPPY RESERVE | SANTA FE



DURABILITY FOR ANY ROOM, ANY STYLE 

PLEASE NOTE: Installed flooring may 
vary from printed image or sample.

PLUS BENEFITS

EASYCLEAN™ 
Provides protection for simple cleanup and 
stain prevention  
ALL PET PROTECTION AND WARRANTY  
Offers industry leading protection against all 
pets, all accidents, all the time. 
CLEANPROTECT® 
Antimicrobial properties built in to protect the floor. 
ENHANCED STAIN AND SCRATCH PROTECTION 
Made with an innovative lacqer that provides 
the highest level of protection against stains 
and scratches.   

PRODUCT FEATURES

WATERPROOF PERFORMANCE
Waterproof to withstand spills and pet accidents.
STAIN AND SCRATCH PROTECTION
Provides finish protection against everyday wear  
and tear.
ENHANCED VISUALS
With natural wood and stone decors, SolidTech offers 
style for any room.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Construction ..................................................................................................................... Rigid LVF
Installation ................................................................................................................................. Click
Thickness ..............................................................................................................................6.0 mm
Wear Layer .............................................................................................................................. 20 mil
Plank Size ............................................................................................................................. 9” x 60”
Sq. Ft. per Carton ....................................................................................................................26.63
Attached Underlayment .............................................................................................................Yes
Bevel Type .............................................................................................................................Painted
Warranty .............................................................................................Lifetime Limited Residential
..................................................................................................15 Year Limited Light Commercial

WATERPROOF
QUARTER ROUND
These waterproof moldings cover the 
expansion space between the floor and 
the wall, providing a water-tight seal.

QUARTER ROUND
These pre-finished moldings cover the 
expansion space between the floor and 
the wall.

VINYL STAIR CAP
The vinyl stair cap, made from flooring 
planks, provides a smooth, flush finish 
and installs easily with the Uniclic locking 
system.

OVERLAP STAIR NOSE
The overlap stair nose creates a smooth 
and secure finish when flooring planks 
are installed on stair treads.

CARPET TRANSITION
Provides a smooth transition between 
your hard surface floor and carpet.

T-MOLDING
Used to transition between flooring of 
equal heights and in doorways.

END MOLDING
Used to finish flooring where it meets 
vertical surfaces such as walls, fireplace 
hearths and sliding glass doors.

HARD SURFACE REDUCER
Connects two floors of different heights.

The multifunctional 4-in-1 molding allows you to utilize 
a single transition to create four different applications.

WALL BASE
The wall base creates a cover for the 
joint between the wall surface and the 
floor while protecting the wall from kicks 
and furniture dings. 

STAIR TREAD
The full stair tread is designed to match 
the color and grain pattern of any vinyl 
flooring for a perfectly finished look.

HELENA  |  916
MohawkFlooring.com
VT009_SDP06_916_B

POPPY RESERVE | HELENA



DURABILITY FOR ANY ROOM, ANY STYLE 

PLEASE NOTE: Installed flooring may 
vary from printed image or sample.

PLUS BENEFITS

EASYCLEAN™ 
Provides protection for simple cleanup and 
stain prevention  
ALL PET PROTECTION AND WARRANTY  
Offers industry leading protection against all 
pets, all accidents, all the time. 
CLEANPROTECT® 
Antimicrobial properties built in to protect the floor. 
ENHANCED STAIN AND SCRATCH PROTECTION 
Made with an innovative lacqer that provides 
the highest level of protection against stains 
and scratches.   

PRODUCT FEATURES

WATERPROOF PERFORMANCE
Waterproof to withstand spills and pet accidents.
STAIN AND SCRATCH PROTECTION
Provides finish protection against everyday wear  
and tear.
ENHANCED VISUALS
With natural wood and stone decors, SolidTech offers 
style for any room.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Construction ..................................................................................................................... Rigid LVF
Installation ................................................................................................................................. Click
Thickness ..............................................................................................................................6.0 mm
Wear Layer .............................................................................................................................. 20 mil
Plank Size ............................................................................................................................. 9” x 60”
Sq. Ft. per Carton ....................................................................................................................26.63
Attached Underlayment .............................................................................................................Yes
Bevel Type .............................................................................................................................Painted
Warranty .............................................................................................Lifetime Limited Residential
..................................................................................................15 Year Limited Light Commercial

WATERPROOF
QUARTER ROUND
These waterproof moldings cover the 
expansion space between the floor and 
the wall, providing a water-tight seal.

QUARTER ROUND
These pre-finished moldings cover the 
expansion space between the floor and 
the wall.

VINYL STAIR CAP
The vinyl stair cap, made from flooring 
planks, provides a smooth, flush finish 
and installs easily with the Uniclic locking 
system.

OVERLAP STAIR NOSE
The overlap stair nose creates a smooth 
and secure finish when flooring planks 
are installed on stair treads.

CARPET TRANSITION
Provides a smooth transition between 
your hard surface floor and carpet.

T-MOLDING
Used to transition between flooring of 
equal heights and in doorways.

END MOLDING
Used to finish flooring where it meets 
vertical surfaces such as walls, fireplace 
hearths and sliding glass doors.

HARD SURFACE REDUCER
Connects two floors of different heights.

The multifunctional 4-in-1 molding allows you to utilize 
a single transition to create four different applications.

WALL BASE
The wall base creates a cover for the 
joint between the wall surface and the 
floor while protecting the wall from kicks 
and furniture dings. 

STAIR TREAD
The full stair tread is designed to match 
the color and grain pattern of any vinyl 
flooring for a perfectly finished look.

FRESNO  |  221
MohawkFlooring.com
VT009_SDP06_221_B

POPPY RESERVE | FRESNO



DURABILITY FOR ANY ROOM, ANY STYLE 

PLEASE NOTE: Installed flooring may 
vary from printed image or sample.

PLUS BENEFITS

EASYCLEAN™ 
Provides protection for simple cleanup and 
stain prevention  
ALL PET PROTECTION AND WARRANTY  
Offers industry leading protection against all 
pets, all accidents, all the time. 
CLEANPROTECT® 
Antimicrobial properties built in to protect the floor. 
ENHANCED STAIN AND SCRATCH PROTECTION 
Made with an innovative lacqer that provides 
the highest level of protection against stains 
and scratches.   

PRODUCT FEATURES

WATERPROOF PERFORMANCE
Waterproof to withstand spills and pet accidents.
STAIN AND SCRATCH PROTECTION
Provides finish protection against everyday wear  
and tear.
ENHANCED VISUALS
With natural wood and stone decors, SolidTech offers 
style for any room.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Construction ..................................................................................................................... Rigid LVF
Installation ................................................................................................................................. Click
Thickness ..............................................................................................................................6.0 mm
Wear Layer .............................................................................................................................. 20 mil
Plank Size ............................................................................................................................. 9” x 60”
Sq. Ft. per Carton ....................................................................................................................26.63
Attached Underlayment .............................................................................................................Yes
Bevel Type .............................................................................................................................Painted
Warranty .............................................................................................Lifetime Limited Residential
..................................................................................................15 Year Limited Light Commercial

WATERPROOF
QUARTER ROUND
These waterproof moldings cover the 
expansion space between the floor and 
the wall, providing a water-tight seal.

QUARTER ROUND
These pre-finished moldings cover the 
expansion space between the floor and 
the wall.

VINYL STAIR CAP
The vinyl stair cap, made from flooring 
planks, provides a smooth, flush finish 
and installs easily with the Uniclic locking 
system.

OVERLAP STAIR NOSE
The overlap stair nose creates a smooth 
and secure finish when flooring planks 
are installed on stair treads.

CARPET TRANSITION
Provides a smooth transition between 
your hard surface floor and carpet.

T-MOLDING
Used to transition between flooring of 
equal heights and in doorways.

END MOLDING
Used to finish flooring where it meets 
vertical surfaces such as walls, fireplace 
hearths and sliding glass doors.

HARD SURFACE REDUCER
Connects two floors of different heights.

The multifunctional 4-in-1 molding allows you to utilize 
a single transition to create four different applications.

WALL BASE
The wall base creates a cover for the 
joint between the wall surface and the 
floor while protecting the wall from kicks 
and furniture dings. 

STAIR TREAD
The full stair tread is designed to match 
the color and grain pattern of any vinyl 
flooring for a perfectly finished look.

SANIBEL  |  847
MohawkFlooring.com
VT009_SDP06_847_B

POPPY RESERVE | SANIBEL



DURABILITY FOR ANY ROOM, ANY STYLE 

PLEASE NOTE: Installed flooring may 
vary from printed image or sample.

PLUS BENEFITS

EASYCLEAN™ 
Provides protection for simple cleanup and 
stain prevention  
ALL PET PROTECTION AND WARRANTY  
Offers industry leading protection against all 
pets, all accidents, all the time. 
CLEANPROTECT® 
Antimicrobial properties built in to protect the floor. 
ENHANCED STAIN AND SCRATCH PROTECTION 
Made with an innovative lacqer that provides 
the highest level of protection against stains 
and scratches.   

PRODUCT FEATURES

WATERPROOF PERFORMANCE
Waterproof to withstand spills and pet accidents.
STAIN AND SCRATCH PROTECTION
Provides finish protection against everyday wear  
and tear.
ENHANCED VISUALS
With natural wood and stone decors, SolidTech offers 
style for any room.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
Construction ..................................................................................................................... Rigid LVF
Installation ................................................................................................................................. Click
Thickness ..............................................................................................................................6.0 mm
Wear Layer .............................................................................................................................. 20 mil
Plank Size ............................................................................................................................. 9” x 60”
Sq. Ft. per Carton ....................................................................................................................26.63
Attached Underlayment .............................................................................................................Yes
Bevel Type .............................................................................................................................Painted
Warranty .............................................................................................Lifetime Limited Residential
..................................................................................................15 Year Limited Light Commercial

WATERPROOF
QUARTER ROUND
These waterproof moldings cover the 
expansion space between the floor and 
the wall, providing a water-tight seal.

QUARTER ROUND
These pre-finished moldings cover the 
expansion space between the floor and 
the wall.

VINYL STAIR CAP
The vinyl stair cap, made from flooring 
planks, provides a smooth, flush finish 
and installs easily with the Uniclic locking 
system.

OVERLAP STAIR NOSE
The overlap stair nose creates a smooth 
and secure finish when flooring planks 
are installed on stair treads.

CARPET TRANSITION
Provides a smooth transition between 
your hard surface floor and carpet.

T-MOLDING
Used to transition between flooring of 
equal heights and in doorways.

END MOLDING
Used to finish flooring where it meets 
vertical surfaces such as walls, fireplace 
hearths and sliding glass doors.

HARD SURFACE REDUCER
Connects two floors of different heights.

The multifunctional 4-in-1 molding allows you to utilize 
a single transition to create four different applications.

WALL BASE
The wall base creates a cover for the 
joint between the wall surface and the 
floor while protecting the wall from kicks 
and furniture dings. 

STAIR TREAD
The full stair tread is designed to match 
the color and grain pattern of any vinyl 
flooring for a perfectly finished look.

WRIGHT  |  865
MohawkFlooring.com
VT009_SDP06_865_B

POPPY RESERVE | WRIGHT


